
Gentle Reads

Antiques swapAntiques swap
by Barbara Allan
When the jealous wife of a local tycoon is
found dead, Brandy Borne, her ever-
eccentric mother and their sleuthing shih
tzu investigate clues surrounding a super-
secret high-society bridge group.

Ghost of a potionGhost of a potion
by Heather Blake
When her boyfriend's mother is accused of
killing architect Haywood Dodd during a
costume ball, shop owner Carly Beth
Hartwell employs her keen skills of
detection to clear her name while dealing
with a group of ghosts who need her help.

Gone south : a novelGone south : a novel
by Meg Moseley
Drawn back to the South from Michigan
with the purchase of her ancestors' Civil
War-era home, Tish McComb finds she is
an outcast due to small town resentments
and turns to the incorrigible Melanie
Hamilton for acceptance.

High risingHigh rising
by Angela Thirkell
A young woman experiences the
entanglements of love gained and lost and
attempts to order her life in a small village
in the gently rolling hills of Barsetshire

The ladies of Covington sendThe ladies of Covington send
their lovetheir love
by Joan A. Medlicott
Grace, Amelia, and Hannah decide that the
last thing they want to do is live out their
lives in a group home so they pool their
resources and move to Covington, North
Carolina, and new lives.
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Gentle Reads

Love saves the dayLove saves the day
by Gwen Cooper
After her owner passes away, Prudence the
cat is taken in by her former owner's
grieving daughter, who maintains a
meticulously organized life to avoid the
pain of past losses and memories about her
dynamic relationship with her mother.

Murder at the BrightwellMurder at the Brightwell
by Ashley Weaver
Regretting her marriage to a notorious
playboy, wealthy young Amory Ames
agrees to help her former fiancé, Gil Trent,
prevent his sister's marriage to a
disreputable man, only to be embroiled in
a murder investigation.

The photographThe photograph
by Beverly Lewis
When her sister, Lily, disappears leaving
only a brief note, Amish woman Eva Esch
fears she has been wooed away from the
People by an outsider; and when Jed
Stutzman, a Amish buggy maker from
Ohio, shows up in Lancaster, Eva is drawn
to the quietly charming stranger.

Silver linings : a Rose HarborSilver linings : a Rose Harbor
novelnovel
by Debbie Macomber
Since opening the Rose Harbor Inn, Jo
Marie Rose has grown close to her
handyman, Mark Taylor. When Mark tells
her that he's moving, Jo Marie is baffled.

A week in winterA week in winter
by Maeve Binchy
Follows the efforts of a woman who turns
a coastal Ireland mansion into a holiday
resort and receives an assortment of first
guests who throughout the course of a
week share laughter and the heartache of
respective challenges.

Where courage callsWhere courage calls
by Janette Oke
In the early 20th century, new
schoolteacher Beth Thatcher is assigned to
a remote mining community in Western
Canada. There her courage -- and her
heart -- will be tested in unexpected ways.
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